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Look deep into nature, and then you will
understand everything better.
—Albert Einstein

WELCOME!

Hotel Annapurna View Sarangkot offers a luxurious stay amidst spectacular view of
the Himalayan ranges. You will be pampered by our immaculate services.

Hotel Annapurna View, located on the top of a hill in Sarangkot at a
height of 1600 meters, offers both a pleasant stay and exhilarating
activities. Our hotel features a simple and inviting decor that is inspired
by the ancient Japanese notion of Wabi-Sabi (Japanese traditional
beauty). Hotel Annapurna view is only a 30-minute drive from Pokhara’s
International airport, whisking you away from the city’s hustle and
bustle and providing you with plenty of nature along the way.
Sunrise and sunset can be observed clearly from the hotel due to its
location.

Situated at just 200kms away from Kathmandu, Pokhara also known as the gateway
to the Annapurna circuit is enriched with a ton of natural beauty. It is the second
largest city in Nepal. Considered as a retreat, in recent years, Pokhara has grown as a
destination for sightseeing, trekking and various adventurous activities. It is a major
tourist destination due to its panoramic views.
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A WORLDLY MIX OF COMFORT AND
ARCHITECTURE
Our hotel, whose design is based on an ancient Japanese approach
known as Wabi-Sabi, will not only impress you with its distinct
appearance but will also ensure that you have a comfortable experience.
The guest room building of our hotel is built in steps along the slope of
the hills which makes our hotel’s architecture distinct home.

wabi-sabi is often condensed to “wisdom in natural simplicity”.
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A HOME FROM HOME
You will find the same comfort, security, and affection in Hotel
Annapurna View as you would at home. The 24 hour security that we
provide will help you rest easy. Our warm hospitality will never make
you long for home.

The claims that we make about our services are solely due to the quality of the staff that
we have here at hotel Annapurna view. At the heart of hotel Annapurna view is our great
staff. Our staff contains highly qualified and professional individuals who are trained
and supervised. Our staff will ensure to maintain a friendly and supportive environment
during your stay. They bring expertise and energy to the Annapurna view experience.
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The Annapurna Circuit is one of the greatest treks in Nepal, if
not the world. This classic circuit trek is an incredibly varied and
extraordinarily beautiful journey. Dramatic deep gorges, bleak
high mountain passes, Buddhist temples, picturesque farming
villages and all the major mountains of the Annapurna Massif.
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A MAGICAL VIEW OF THE MOUNTAINS

Surrounded completely by Annapurna ranges, it gives an exemplary view of sunrise
and sunset between the mountains.

Our hotel is positioned in such

While many visitors venture off to

a way that our guests can enjoy

explore and trek the Annapurna

the breathtaking views of the

Region, we have made things

mountains from every nook and

easy by highlighting the most

cranny of the property. We also

interesting facts about this mighty

have a rooftop terrace included in

mountain range that greets you

our property where you can chill

every morning from windows of

along with a view of the mountains

Hotel Annapurna View.

in front you.
The jewel of our crown at Sarangkot
may be the pristine panoramic
snowscape

of

the

Annapurna

Himalayas, but we don’t want the
enchanting vistas to be the only
thing that you take back with you.

Fasinating Facts about Annapurna
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OUR ROOMS

in full view. A launch pad at the
peak of Sarangkot offers the
most spectacular view of the
Annapurna
valley

Experience a combination
of comfort and luxury in our
room

with

well

equipped bathroom that include
bathtub and telephone shower.
A private balcony offers excellent
seating

space

Dhaulagiri to

from

range,

Machhapuchhre and the Pokhara

DELUXE ROOMS
spacious

Mountain

where

Mt. Manaslu are
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SUITE

DELUXE SUITE

The Suties are uniquely built to

A Contemporary and refined, the

build relationship with nature and

deluxe suite can accommodate

experience peace of mind and

two guests, without compromising

absolute tranquility during your

space and comfort. These suites

stay.The Suites are the perfect

come with two king and queen

hideaway from the hustle and

sized beds, a spacious living area

bustle of maddening crowd and

with a working table, sofa with

utmost care has been taken to

a coffee table; perfect for the

ensure that each Suite is a heaven

passionate

of positivity. These Suites come

When tired with work, the huge

with King or Twin beds, a living

private balcony with comfortable

area with a working table, a sofa

seating allows guests to gaze at

with coffee table, kitchenette and

the lush valleys and the majestic

son.

mountains during sunrise and
sunset.

working

individual.
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ENLIVE YOUR SPIRIT WITH YOUR STAY AT
OUR HOTEL.
Rejuvenate your spirit by treating yourself with a pristine view and
our matchless services.

The

the

seating or outdoor dining, with a

mountains, combined with your

sweeping view of the mountains

comfortable stay in our hotel, will

in the morning and evening. Our

undoubtedly revitalize your spirit

skilled Chefs serve the freshest

and leave you with a pleasant

ingredients of the highest quality,

impression.

using local products to offer an

bar,

stunning

and

view

The
lounge

of

restaurant,
will

surely

compliment that experience.

excellent culinary experience.
The Lounge & Bar is a perfect

The Shristi, an all day dining

place to catch up with your travel

restaurant, offers an exquisite

mate in the evening over your

buffet with delectable dishes and

favorite cocktails, engross into

flavors from across the world.

your favorite read or simply watch

You can opt for intimate indoor

the beautiful mountain range.

Things You can do In Pokhara
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A PERFECT VENUE FOR A
SUCCESSFUL MEETING

INDULGE IN ACTIVITIES THAT WILL REJUVENATE YOU.

Meeting space in the hotel can host up to 150 pax.
The meeting rooms that we have

Whether you are looking to host a

present in our hotel are exactly the

day conference, evening cocktails,

place where you would want your

sales meetings, cocktail dinners,

meetings to happen.A peaceful

board

environment around the meeting

seminar,

rooms makes us a perfect venue

social gathering or family evening,

for a successful meeting.

the hotel’s dedicated people, the

The venue for every occasion,
excellent meetings and event
facilities

are

offered

in

our

meeting and convention rooms.

meetings,
wedding

workshop/
reception,

team will assist you to execute it
successfully.
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Hotel Annapurna view has adventurous activities to offer like paragliding, bungee
jumping ,a zip flyer and a panchase hiking course that allows you to go around the
fewa lake which makes it the prime location for adventure freaks.
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YOGA WITH A VIEW OF THE
ANNAPURNA RANGE AND FEWA
LAKE IN THE BACKGROUND.
With a view of the Annapurna range and the
picturesque Fewa Lake, our rooftop terrace
provides a spiritual open air yoga experience. The
combination of fresh air scented with nature’s scents
and a beautiful setting will give you a unique yoga
experience.
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WE ARE CLOSE TO EVERYTHING
Hotel Annapurna View is located nearby all of Pokhara’s attractions.
The Pokhara international airport is about 6.5 kilometers away from
the hotel, making it very convenient for tourists. Second, attractive and
popular places such as the Bindhyabasini temple and Gupteshwor
Cave are just a 15-minute drive from the hotel, the renowned Poonhill
is just a matter of 4.3 kilometers, the center of the city and the Pokhara
lakeside are only 3.2 and 11.3 kilometers away, respectively.

Thanks to the completion of the cable car project, you can reach
Sarangkot In 9 minutes. It is a 2.3 kilometre journey from Sadibagar, on
the bank of the Fewa Lake, to the Sarangkot Hill. The cable car has the
capacity to serve 1,500 people an hour.

Travel wherever your heart wishes.
–Nipendra Maharjan
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PROPERTY AMENITIES
Best of the both worlds (Nature & Facilites)
•

Free Parking

•

Laundry Service

•

Bar/lounge

•

Car Hire

•

Airport Transportation

•

Fast WiFi Everywhere

•

Garden View Terrace

•

Souvenir Shop

•

Meeting Room

•

Banquet Hall

•

24 Hour Security

•

Lawn

•

Baggage Storage

•

Lift

•

Outdoor Furniture

•

24 hour Front Desk

•

Daily Housekeeping

•

Restaurant and Cafe
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A PERFECT RETREAT WITH YOUR LOVED ONES
A priavate holiday with your other half !!!
Make every moment spent with

liking.

We

contain

your loved one unforgettable with

to add to your romantic outing.

customized packages that we

Natural beauty that surrounds

offer specially for you and your

the hotel along with fair weather

better half. The location of the

makes us the perfect holiday

hotel and the view that it offers

destination for couples who love

work well to make it a memorable

scenic views. Waste no time in

experience. On special occasions

surprising your partner with a

like Valentine’s Day or your loved

luxurious stay in a place not less

one’s birthday, we can offer a fully

than heaven itself.

customized package as per your

“Actually, the best gift you could have given her was a lifetime of
adventures.”
– Lewis Carroll

everything
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A PERFECT DESTINATION FOR FOOD CONNOISSEURS
Where every ingredient tells a story.

Our experienced chefs carry knowledge about various cuisines and
have the finest skillset to execute them to create a delicacy. This makes
our hotel the perfect destination for food lovers. We plate up dishes
blending seasonal ingredients with traditional flavors. Our chefs use
flavors of regional cuisine and put together the palate while you enjoy
the view.
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HOTEL ANNAPURNA VIEW SARANGKOT PVT.LTD
Sarangkot, Pokhara, Nepal
Tel : 977-061-506000
info@annapurnaview.com
www.annapurnaview.com

Follow us on our Social Channels

